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Patrick Keck (PK): What is your full name and how old are you? 
Okway Omot (OO): Okway Omot. In 1985, probably 34 or 35 around there.  
PK: Where were you born in Ethiopia? 
OO: Gambela region, in the state of Gambela 
PK:  How long did you live there? 
OO:  Since I was born, then I left there in December 2003. 
PK: What did you do, work wise? 
OO: I was a student 
PK: What did you study?  
OO: Primary school. 
PK: How would you describe your family life there? 
OO: Very complicated because in Ethiopia we are the most marginalized ethnic group 
there, so the people are living in extreme poverty. It is a very complicated life. 
PK: What do you mean by marginalized? 
OO: Not just my family, the entire ethnic group.  I came from an ethnic group called the 
Anuak group. There are people who are lighter skin and people who are darker skin, 
so the people in power have lighter skin so they consider the darker skin people 
slaves. So, they were marginalized from power, economy, government; they don’t 
have any influence in the government. Some people, they just live in small houses, 
they drink from the river, they don’t have a water pipe that brings clean water to the 
family. The people’s life in that area is very difficult because they don’t receive 
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anything from the government, they don’t any education, education just came 
recently. In the case of my family, they are poor. My mother, my parents didn’t go to 
school. Nobody has gone to school there. They have never seen a paper in their 
whole lives. Where do they get paper from? So in my family, my mother and father 
didn’t go to school and the people who came before them didn’t go to school. The life 
is complicated.  
PK:  Did your parents stress that your education was important? 
OO: I mean, education is the key to go onto another step in life. It will take you to the 
next level. If my parents got education, we could be having a better future but they 
didn’t get that chance. The education, not only in that area but the entire system of 
education in Ethiopia, is poor, not very good. Even though it was not that good, it 
was still better than having no education. My family didn’t get education, so my life 
was dangerous. In my time there was a school there, but the quality of education 
was very low. 
PK: How would you describe one day in Ethiopia? 
OO: When I was there I was young and I didn’t know anything about the world, so it was 
good. We didn’t know anything about the world. We didn’t even have a television at 
home, so we didn’t know what was going on in the world. We just lived is a small 
village, and to us the life was good. When we started to go to school and started to 
understand geography and other countries in Africa, things began to change. But 
when I left Ethiopia, there was a genocide committed by Ethiopian government. And 
when I left there, by the time I got to another country I realized we were trapped 
there. But when I was there, I was fine because I didn’t see the world, I don’t know 
anything. We slept on the floor on something small like a leather. It was no problem 
because we don’t know the world. So to me at the time the life was good. But now 
when I look back to that situation, it terrifies me.  
PK: Now that you’re here, what do you miss most about home? 
OO: I miss my friends and the people I grew up with. And I also miss the food and culture 
there. And so many things, but I also miss them because for a long time I didn’t have 
communication. When I left there, I went to another country and then another 
country, and I lost communication until I reached America. And when I got here, I 
began to be reconnected with Facebook and other things. Now, though I miss talking 
and interacting face to face, I’m OK.  
PK: Who did you leave Ethiopia with? 
OO: I was alone. We didn’t know anything; we were trapped because the government 
didn’t give us education. Did not give us, uh, uh, you know, like don't want to show 
all the way to school because if you show somebody to go to school, you will know 
one day is going to ask you, why did you do this? Open this door. And then when you 
hop in one door, you're gonna to continue to open the rest of the door. So the 
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government didn't want to do that. So we got few people who went to school. These 
people are working with the local community, indigenous people.  
 So, so what the government done was to kill these people. Planning to kill these 
people. So when they came, when they committed genocide, then we don't know. 
You cannot go and look for your parent to run with it. So in deep with your 
compound, the way it is to, to, to just to protect himself. So I left by myself, I was 
little bit younger but I can run because dead is dead. You cannot. Yeah. So I run away 
by my friend's son only body with me. So I ran from Gambela to Pinyudo then I went 
to Pochala, which they are at the border between Ethiopia because we are close to 
Kenya and Sudan. So we ran to Sudan and the borderless called Alari. Then there are 
where we lived there for short while... But there, too, the government continue 
because they send a military to the border so that they can take us back.  
 But, uh, we got one guy living in Canada had a communication with the uh, genocide 
coordinator. There is somebody who worked with the head of genocide 
organization, and called him and tell him that there is a problem going on in the 
Gambela regions of Ethiopia. Can you help? Then that guy talked to that place and in 
Alari, Medrono, which is a radio, not a tele-cellphone. Then they talk and the guy 
called the Ethiopian government, “Can you pull your troop out right now?” And then 
the Ethiopian government listen to that guy, and he went. So I reached there by 
myself. 
PK: So this, this man in Canada... did he work for the UN or what kind of organization, do 
you know? 
OO: Who, that guy? Worked with human rights organization. [Inaudible]. He came also 
from that place, because I don't know how it got that [inaudible] went to a 
university in Canada, a university called [inaudible], something like that. Okay. And 
then he worked with human rights organization. That's how it had to pull the troop. 
Call that guy to pull the troop out from South Sudan and Ethiopian border.  
PK: So from the border then, did you go to a camp -- where was your next step?  
OO: We have a small camp just started, we read together and it’s called [inaudible] 
refugee camp. And then they drop food because they're, you know, South Sudan was 
not a country that time. So when we arrived there, there was no road, nothing. Uh, 
but that local community had organization that was very connected and the food 
was dropped by airplane because they cannot land down and drop food. So they 
dropped food from the sky.  
PK: Did you meet anyone else, like from Ethiopia, at this camp?  
OO: We are all Ethiopian there. We run as, because everybody run. But reached there. 
We knew we ran from the same problem. We met there. Because they are coming 
every day. So we became more and more. Yeah.   
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PK: So you had an access to food from like you said, they were like it was dropped in. 
Um, what other amenities I guess were given to you at the camp?  
OO: We were given food -- sorghum and maize. And beans and [Inaudible].  We were 
been given those food there. But what happened over time, uh, South Sudanese 
themselves, they don’t have food and they don’t have horticulture. Themselves, they 
are refugees. So they began to loot this food, they began taking food away from us. 
And give to their local communities. At this point, life become terrible.  
 And also, they are cooperating with the Ethiopian government, to take some people 
back home. Because Ethiopian government is a big government, they have the 
money; I don’t know where they get their money from, but they got the money and 
they give those local communities. Even in our camp, some of us were bribed so they 
can take some of us back home and we can't, we got some kind of confusion from the 
country we were in, Sudan people, problem with our own people.  
 They came to some individuals to get them money and those people would come to 
you and threatened you. Like maybe you kind of go back home or whatever. But uh, 
we, we, we got food, oil and sorghum, the food is 15 kilos. Each person 15 kilogram a 
month. And beans also, some cups. So because we come from a country where we 
were many, what we did where was to live together, because if you are alone, 15 
kilos, you cannot take a month. It is just like a current of a group and then you put 
together, then you will tend, even when I go from there, I reach to Uganda, Uganda, 
they are giving 3 kilos. There is 15 kilos, but Uganda, they're giving individual 3 
kilos. So what are you going to do with 3 kilos? Nothing. With maize, that three kilos 
mean you can boil a day and you eat it and finish. And, but what we did was to bring 
them together and we eat it very slow because you just need to reach tomorrow. 
You don't need to satisfy, just to tell your life to survive. But we did that.  
PK: I guess the last, the camp, did you have access to like communication or education, 
things like that?  
OO: Which camp? Alore or Uganda? The first one? OK. 
OO: Education, uh, the first time we arrived, there was no education. But as soon as, 
because some people would come from Ethiopia, they were teachers... some were 
grade seven, some were grade six, some are grade... So these people opened a 
school. ... So they used grass and put chairs, not like this one, but a hut. They tie with 
rope and young people can go and sit there. So, uh, instead of sitting home we went 
there and they teach us math and geography, and everything, but they are not 
qualified teachers. So we got that concept is could not be a discord. It's not a 
recognized school, but instead to sit in a calm and just stay like that. They decided to 
do that, so they can teach children with ABC like something like that. And they have, 
they have, they are not paid, they are just volunteers. 
PK:  And what organization were they a part of? 
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OO: They don't have any organization. They just volunteer by them. So like I guess they 
see children, they are not going to school, that are just sitting at home, (and ask) 
what can I do to help this children, they volunteered themselves and they went and 
they called the elders stakeholders like, or the people or whatever we call 
[inaudible] and they can even help them with cutting grass and the local housing 
touch. And then we cut the hut, and we allow children to sit there. But there was an 
organization I don't really remember very well, but if I'm not mistaken, it is called 
uh, World Vision, or World Relief, something like that. 
 They provided with a small board for the chalk. When they see these refugees are 
trying their best to help their children, they come up with the idea that how can we 
help them? They bring, they brought chalk and they brought board and they put 
them and these people, they start teaching. Over time when the food was dropped, 
there is a flour they provide to the local school to those people. And those people 
can cook that flour as a porridge, a porridge for the students who, who went to that 
school. So we were eating porridge, that is another chance for us.  
PK: So during this process, what kind of, what kind of kept you going? What kept you 
kind of giving you hope? I guess? 
OO: You know, sometime you live with hope even though there is a problem because, uh, 
if you don't have a hope, you're gonna die. So people who lost hope and everything 
is not going to live longer because problem is problem. We do not need problems 
but occur. What can we do? We need to stay, live. When if you can become peace, 
then we will go back. Unfortunately, that did not happen. So when they began 
prepping us, when they started using local communities to threathen our life, then 
what did I do personally? I went to another place called (Peepore). There is another 
ethnic from there call and South Sudan is called more [inaudible]. So from Peepore 
to Alari, it took me three days and no road, no road there. There are a lot of animals. 
So they moved in the bush and during the, I don't know what you call this is, but that 
is winter season. It is a dry season. They, they, they burnt the grass. So two days, two 
days distance, I've walked to reach people because there are now becoming mess. 
The Ethiopian government get a vote. People life are very dangerous; sometime 
people are getting killed there by unknown people. The government get involved 
with the money. So when I reach Peepore. And when I reached Peepore, this was the 
worse. Because these people are the [Moolet], they people called Moolet,  they are 
cattle keepers. They don’t have the dinner. They hid the milk. 
 So life there is worse and then I live there, for two, two months. Then I then my way 
again to uh, Juba, the capital city. So from this, from Alari to Peepore, it was a very 
difficult journey. So on the way I didn't have the water, there is no way you can buy 
clean water there. So what we drink is water from erosion. So there are some places 
the water when the rain come there, for a long time, the water got stuck in 
somewhere and the water accumulated there. So that water anyone [unclear]but 
you have nowhere to get the water. But we carried a little boiled maize. Not me 
alone. I got another guy call Ocala, he lives in Kampala now and he got his education 
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that he went back to Ethiopia. So we work together and then we got lost there 
because there was no proper way. Unfortunately we managed to reach to Peepore 
and we lived there for two months. 
PK: I guess then within these, these camps, do you think the medical services were 
adequate? When you’re having to travel and maybe not always having clean water, 
do you think the medical service was adequate? 
OO: Well, yeah, there is a, there is a local medical service where you can go and get a, get 
a medicine because after sometime in Alari, I think there was organizational camp to 
have, but the problem is in that country no road, no nothing. It's still like the 
infection, lung, nothing that, so everything like the way it is educationally. But you 
know, if you look at Sudan proper and they train people to become military when 
the young children, which sometimes American can call that child abuse. So they 
plan train all of them to know how to shoot people with a gun. There is no 
education. That’s how it is.  
PK:  At this point, were you, I guess like when you're thinking forward, was the U.S. was 
that the location that you wanted to go? Were there other places you considered? 
OO: No, no. When I reach it to Peepore, I lived there two months. So when I lived there, 
there is a organization there that helped medication, it is called MSF. There was a, 
there was MSF there, some people from Europe, I don't know America, they're given 
medicine, but the people live in that. They send that medicine. Even I remember 
when I reach Juba, they went and killed some of them because they can come to, to 
the us to ask it and say, I need medicine, I'm sick. Then when you give them 
medicine, you can go back home and drop it to trash, and tomorrow come back -- 
that I need medicine. So these people can choose how they can handle this. We put 
this, we put our people who didn't, didn't go to school, so they knew they, when they 
come to hospital they need to medicine they want, there are some kinds of medicine 
that they are looking for.  
 So if you give the other medicine that looks awhile, they don't need that. So until you 
give them that medicine, they will never accept that. So they keep coming until they 
get that one.  
 Even though that medicine is not for the particular problem that we're looking for. 
So there was an organization for medicine, but like United Nation and everything, 
it’s not that.  They just send people with food program to interview people to give us 
a, I don't know how you can call it with the English to give us those thing for cutting 
water. The, uh, I don't know, maybe you understand what I'm talking about. Like 
Jerry can, and everything like that. Yeah, non-food items. And then also could give us 
sometime food. But food is very complicated to Juba to people. 
 So, because when they've bring food, the military will take it, and then you don't 
complain, they are saying you are not belong to this country, why you talking about 
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this? So you are accusing this country, so you don’t need to get involved in that 
situation. There is no United Nation there. So you struggle to feed yourself.  
 So what we did in Peepore in those two months, not me alone, some people are 
coming because the life there is becoming worse. So, they leave there and come. We 
become more like 200 people. They don’t have school. They have children. Some 
people volunteer again to teach younger children under the tree. There was a guy 
called Enoch, sent from Juba, to look after the refugees.  
 So that guy had a communication with the UNHCR in June. So they, they, they got a 
chalk to teach young children. But that people, those people in Juba and people in 
the local school, they teach Arabic because they don't teach English or they don't 
teach other languages. They teach Arabic. Then we lived there until I left there again, 
going to Juba.  
PK: Yeah. So I guess then, this is kind of related. Did you learn English then back home in 
Ethiopia or, I am just kind of curious when you learned that. 
OO: I mean, learned little. But very little. They teach English, but themselves they don’t 
know English. But over time, because I'm moving, I'm looking after school so much 
that what has happened with, cause I moved ways to wherever I go. I don't say no, I 
don't need that. So, I go sit. And I learned over time, I improved my English like that. 
PK: So when you, you made, when, when did you arrive in the United States? 
OO: May 7, 2013. Okay. And I came from Uganda. 
PK:  Okay. So then you were at like total time, like at camps. How long was that then? 
Was that... 
OO:  Oh, from, uh, since I left since 2013 most of my life was spent at camps. 
PK: Yeah, I meant like from, I guess the time then from when you left Ethiopia, before 
you got to the United States, how long was that then? 
OO:  You know, it seems 2003 to 2013. Probably 10 or above years.  
PK: Oh, where did you arrive then? In the United States. 
OO:  Chicago. 
PK: What was that kind of like? 
OO: Oh yeah, it was only in the airport, but a little bit when I was in Uganda, I went to 
school there. And also when I came here, we were given orientation. And overtime 
when you go to school, you learn something about other countries. So when I came 
to America, I don't know America, but because I already read about it, I already get a 
lot of things about it, then it's not very difficult. It's not very new. So I got there, I 
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said, okay, I live in America now. This is the country that I was brought into it. So I, 
in Chicago, it was terrible because you don't know anything. You look at the airport, 
everything is new. I had never been in that situation before. So it is like, it is like you 
are in America and you were born in America, you grew up in America. You'll find 
yourself, you wake up in the morning and you are in Mozambique. And everyone 
come to you and greet you in Mozambique language and you don’t understand what 
is going on here. So, that’s what happened. It was a surprise. 
PK: So then would you say that over time though, that kind of feeling kind of dissipated, 
you felt a little bit more comfortable. How long did it take for you to kind of feel a 
little bit more like at ease being here? 
OO: It took me a while, you know, to adapt it to a new situation, watch a new 
environment and see how things work. Yeah, it took me some time to get to into this, 
to get adapted. But the good thing before I came here, there was somebody 
American working with USCIS, came to Uganda and we were given an orientation. 
How the bus works, how the place work, all those kinds of things. They give us how 
you get to work and how you do things. So having those things in mind. When I came 
here, I tried to make friends. And then the good thing is Catholic Social Service and 
we are doing very good job. So they help me a lot, provided things that were needed, 
the house and they pay me the house and I was given food stamps for probably two 
months. 
 And there's transportation, they provide it and then also they give us direction. I will 
get a job and then they look for me a job. And then even English class, they took us 
to English class again. So going to all these places, you make a friend. And you ask 
because the good thing in this country is that if they are not concerned with your 
problems they may say, okay let me somebody who can help you. But if you just 
keep quiet, that's how you would suffer. So it was tiring, but it took me sometime to 
get used to it but slowly I got used to it because after two months I got a job. And in 
that job, I met a friends and had good friends and then I talked to them 
 I learned from them, they show me everything. Also Catholic Social Service, they 
provide me with a man. I don't remember that guy. So that guy is teaching me 
financial situation in this country. How credit card work, how you handled the 
money. Because most immigrants when they arrived here, immediately they go send 
money back to their parents to help. So he is teaching me about this: don't send 
money, you need to take care of yourself first. What comes up, friends that need 
money. So every week I got one day with him and Catholic Social Service at that time 
they are not there. Then were at this location. So I went there and I talked with that 
guy. I spent like two hours with him and teaching me with the book that target 
financial situation in this country, how this country work, how this could work if you 
want to go to school. So [inaudible] is providing me all of this kind of information 
and helping me a lot. And I had gotten, I took those information and apply it into my 
life. And then when they say that now you have a job, you need to take care of 
yourself. I knew what to do. So I adapted my life into that situation, because I 
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reconnected myself with the people in Catholic Social Services, like Gretchen, 
Theresa, and many of them ...  and helping me a lot with how to get to this place and 
what impact that. So it took me a while. I don't know how long it took me. Finally I 
got there. 
PK: Do you remember when you first got in contact with Catholic (Social) Services?  
OO: They were the people who had came in the airport. There was a guy called Ebrian 
worked with Catholic Social Service. He was from Eritrea. So he speak the Ethiopian 
language. So when he was told that this are some Ethiopian people are coming, 
because he's the one translating the language, he came to an airport with one of 
Catholic Social Services. So we didn't get contacted because they knew that people 
will arrive on the airport, they had our schedules. At that time they will tell we 
arrive and Catholic Social Services, they were already there. And they knew our 
name already and we follow them. They didn't took us to the place where we should 
be, our home. 
 They told us the house you are supposed to be getting in is not ready. Some things 
need to get ready. They put us in the hotel for one day and we slept in the hotel. The 
next day they came over, it was Theresa. But before Theresa, there was a lady, a case 
worker, who work there and she was leaving the job. She was quitting the job, the 
time we arrived.  
 So that Theresa was the one who replaced her. So Theresa was the one, the first day 
they came with Theresa, and Theresa need to know her, understand her. The 
following day, Theresa and Ebrian put us in the car and take us to Salem.  
 And they’re always morning when we are needed at Catholic Social Services, 
because there is a workshop. They are giving us. We would go and attend a 
workshop and they would take us back home. 
PK: So then when you flew in to Chicago, were you with any other refugees that you 
knew personally, or was it where you kind of still kind of alone? 
OO: Uh, we came with some people, because there are a lot of refugees. So we came with 
some are Somali and some are different. There was a person, he became my friend 
also there, because he realized I speak little English than the other people. And he 
was from Sweden, probably Sweden, I forgot his name.  
 So he is the one in charge of bringing us to the U. S. so he came with us to Chicago. So 
when we went through the Chicago airport, there are people already standing there 
in the airport... (with signs) that say welcome to the United States. Then they took us 
to a hotel and took that guy away. Because when you reach the United States, that 
guy is not in charge of you anymore. So that's how we came. Then we came, we flew 
from Chicago to Cleveland, Cleveland... Cleveland is Ohio. Not Cleveland. There is 
another state here. From there, we arrived in Dayton. There were people in charge 
people taking care of refugees all the way. Because they knew most of us we do not 
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speak English. We might have difficulties, because speaking the language alone is 
not enough. So you will not confidence about the country. You don't know anything 
much about the country and you don't, maybe you will get lost. So they knew all 
those things that provide to us. 
PK: So then from Chicago, did you immediately come to Ohio or did you have any, 
maybe, time to like witness some of like Chicago? 
OO: Chicago. We arrived there very late at night and then we were taken to the hotel and 
I slept in door 10 one night and the morning we woke up and then we took a 
breakfast. Then we made our way to the airport. Then we flew from airport to a 
state very close to Ohio. And from there we didn't sleep there. We made our way to 
Dayton airport. Yeah. So from a, from Uganda, you slept in Chicago. From Chicago, 
Dayton. 
PK: So then like within the first couple of months, what were some of the things that 
maybe surprised you? Like compared to what you'd been taught? Again, like the 
orientation that you had, what were some of the things that surprised you about life 
here in the U. S.? 
OO:  Uh, one thing surprise me, there are a lot of things surprise me. But, uh, for instance 
you using debit card; I never had debit card [laughter]. I don't know how to use 
debit card, uh, going to buy stuff. We use debit card or credit card. You go to the 
store to like Walmart and everything, and you got all the stuff and the building 
hours. So when we have, we lived, it was not there. You don't see that. So the food is 
in the building and they put in their corner area. So I didn't see that in Africa. So 
maybe in the capital city, but I never live in the capital city. I went to Kampara, I live 
in Juba when I made my way to Uganda. I went to Juba, but it's not like that. So you 
got food on the open place. So you go by buy there. If you need fish you need 
whatever. But here they pack and put the price on it. So there are a lot of things that 
are really new. But to get the cat out of the bag, you said everything you are, you use 
the bus. ‘Cause we, we don't use the bus like that, too. So, and then, yeah, things like 
that. 
PK: So in Dayton, do you feel you feel welcomed by people here? Do you ever experience 
like any kind of discrimination or anything like that?  
OO: I think, uh, that is the question because, when I took one class at in Sinclair 
Community (College) and they say that they say that Dayton is the most racist city in 
the United States. There is a number where, like number 6 and whatever is very 
racist city but I never see that. I just learn it. I just read it, but I never see it. So when 
I came here, I felt welcomed. Because even though discrimination in this country, 
because people only tell the United States as the police of the world, they always 
think about the racism in this country. But there is serious racism in other countries. 
For example, in Ethiopia there is a very serious discrimination. There worse even, 
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but nobody know about it. People are not aware of but so for me personally, I didn't 
feel discriminated in this country because I knew where I came from. 
 I knew what was there. Here you are allowed to go to school. Here you are allowed 
to move free. Nobody asking you your tribe for example, what tribe are you from? 
And some people getting killed right now in Ethiopia simply because they are from 
different ethnic group. So when I came here, I didn't feel that discrimination. Even I 
met friends quickly, I met friend in Catholic. They became very close to me when I 
went to work. They just, if you speak little English, if you are open to have people, 
you can even improve it quickly. So I felt welcome. I didn't feel any discrimination til 
today ‘cause I move everywhere. I drive a car. Nobody's a stopping you, because 
nobody can tell you if you don't do any problem. Even if police stopping you.  
They're just checking you, they're taking your identity, your ID, and they checked 
that you didn't do any problem you will go. So I didn't feel like something like that. 
Personally. I'm talking about my heart. I didn't feel like anything. Like I go 
everywhere, if I don't do, if I don't know anything, I ask. I have in the library, I go to 
school. I do ever go to work. I didn't feel any problem. Some people might have 
problems. I know that I personally, no problem until today. 
PK: So would you say that, um, your life here in the United States, has it met, exceeded 
like I guess some of your expectations? How would you describe it?  
OO: Yeah I think I made some progress and now I own my house. I own a house in this 
country. I never hold a house in my life. And I go to school and I would be, I think so. 
I think I'm doing good. I think I'm doing good because I made progress and I work, 
even though it's not a professional job because any job can help. And you can go 
home with it until you get the job you want. So I think I'm doing well. I don't see any 
problem with me. 
PK: I guess, then, how do you still feel connected, though, to like your family, to other 
people still back home in Ethiopia here?  
OO: Yeah. Yeah I'm really connected because I lost connection for a long time, but when 
I, because when I was in Uganda, in Juba and Alari and Peepore, all those places I 
didn't have no phone, phone is not available. When I arrive in Peepore, nobody has 
the phone there. Even they don't send phone. But when I reach in Juba, they are 
selling phone, I got a local phone, but that phone has no internet. There is no 
internet. I didn't even know internet [laughs]. So there I had a phone but I didn't 
connect with them because life was terrible. You go to work in the morning and all 
the day you are working for $4 a day... sometimes $2. So you made that life, so you 
cannot get money to call back. Even if you call, what are you going to say? Nothing. 
You're struggling, you don't know.  
 Tomorrow's Sudan is in war between South Sudan and not Sudan, civil war. That 
took long time. It has not finished so they're still having some internal conflicts and 
also they are very connected. They're very violent people and so we are struggling 
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to make our life better. They're also apart from this, the situation of living in foreign 
countries.  
 The Ethiopian government came into the country using embassy. They provide a lot 
of money. They came to the camp to destroy that camp. So some of us are taken back 
by force. Because they use security, national intelligence, security for Sudan and 
some of us were taken back home. For example, OK the former governor of 
Gambella, the time, we were killed. He met his wife and he went to Norway. 
 Then he came back to visit people in the calm and around there and it was taken to 
Ethiopia and arrested.   
 There are many people I can admit that you don't, you don't need those too. So there 
was no way to call, no phone. And even if you have phone, you go and work and you 
get $2 a day, with this $2, you cannot buy a debit card. And those people back home, 
they don't have phone - that world is a lot of work. Still another world. So know 
when, but when I reached the United States I opened Facebook, and there are some 
different individuals who got, because when I reach their phone already got there 
too, when I do reach here, it took a long the time I came, I let Ethiopia that place the 
Gambela region no phone available. And those that have it, they were the boss.  
 But when I reach here, some people are, were able to buy for, not called, but few 
people that I called them, I called them now. Now I'm connected to them because 
they are now data center internet around there and some of them got to phone that 
has internet and I can talk to them now. I'm now connected. Yeah. After a very long 
time. So I'm connected with a family now. 
PK:  So like in your, I guess communications on with family, um, is there any other family 
members then considering moving over here or, like, I guess kind of what do you 
kind of usually talk about? 
OO:  I didn't really take apart that. Uh, I got a problems and then, but I don't think I didn't 
want to, to bring them here because past technological process need money, too. 
And then also if you look like the common [top?] two bring somebody here too. So 
for a long time when I talked about it, I talked to them about, they say the person 
you could bring is your mother or your father, but your brother, you cannot bring 
them until you take some time back home. So I didn't think to bring somebody here 
yet. Maybe have, I would think about it, I would bring my brother. But he's also 
married. So bringing somebody with primary is complicated. 
PK: So then would you say personally then that you plan on staying here long term or is 
there a possibility that you might go and return to Ethiopia? 
OO: I think that's just depends on the situation. When the country become peace, you 
can visit and come back. Uh, but it become very good if you compare that place is 
more better than here? Which I don't think so, but personally now, I thought I would 
go and visit first and see, and in the future if I go to school, then I got my degree, 
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what maybe I can go ahead and touch local communities. That was my thinking. But 
the way I see now things are with Ethiopian prime minister, new guy called Abiy, he 
was from the largest tribe in Ethiopia. There are some people called Karo in the 
group, young people, young group. So they are creating kind of some mess because 
we got this mentality in Africa that you get into power, you say my tribe first, and 
you need to kill other people. “My tribe first” is destroying Africa. So now there is a 
lot of problem that country. So thinking to go home is impossible. But at the future 
when it's become better, uh, I would go to have my people, I’m planning to go back. 
And the country's still going like that, then I might not go, but I'm hoping to visit. 
PK: So would you say then that the prime minister, is he just kind of continuing some of 
the issues that you were seeing when you were still there? Or is he kind of making 
progress, do you feel? 
OO: The new guy? 
PK: Yeah. 
OO: I think the new guy’s starting a good job, which surprise the world, the entire world. 
The problem is that some people see only what Abiy did to the world. We got 
leaders who are lying to the outside, who are telling something to the outside, but in 
reality in the inside it is worse.  
 So we got a prime minister who started with a good job, releasing political 
prisoners, detainees, and lifting the emergency from the country. A lot of good 
things. But it’s stuck somewhere. They're stuck somewhere out there. Now, even 
yesterday a lot of people got killed in Ethiopia because the Karo from his own ethnic 
group, I've seen that we need to hone the country. We need to hone the [disability], 
we need to hone the economy. We need to hone is putting ethnic dominant group. It 
is becoming one tribe, dominating group. So it started good, but now it is like 
turning the country into chaos, turmoil.  
 So we never know if because people are giving him attention. Please do this, please 
do this, but he’s not taking action. So now he got a peace prize, Nobel, he won it. We 
don't know if he can use that for the country and he's running to Eritrea, he’s 
running to Sudan, he’s running to make peace, which is not bad. But inside it’s 
worse. Now in Ethiopia. For example, I'm from Gambella region. I cannot go to 
Amala region, I cannot go Somalia region, I cannot go to Afar region because you do 
not belong to that group. It is like one country with many, many nationality, one 
country with different government. It is every region becoming like a country now.  
 So you go from Ethiopia, from one region to another. You can simply not because uh, 
simply because you are from another tribe.  
 So you are, you get killed because you are a different ethnic group. 
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 You got killed because you speak another language. So with these kinds of, with 
these kinds of myths going on in Ethiopia, he’s not taking any action. But I'm not 
blaming him. 
 Now we got 1 million displaced in their home country and if you're going to become 
number one in the world that with one million, more than 2 million, displaced 
within Ethiopia. These people need food, they need shelter, they need their children 
are not in school, they need work, but it's not who killed it.  
 Just people. People stood up said we need a dominant ethnic. Now it is our time; the 
Tigres people ruled for 27 years and committed crime, corruptions, child abuse, 
human right abuses, and now they run away and now Abiy came, and now the 
people of Abiy say it is my time.  
 We need to control economy, control military. Countries with this thinking can 
never prosper.  
 And we are talking about a world that say that Ethiopia’s economy is booming. What 
is this? The economy is not booming. Millions of Ethiopians are stabbed to death. 
Countries with a good economy don’t live like this. We got leaders who don’t tell the 
truth…and the people are trapped. 
 So it started good. But now we’ve good a lot of problems. If he’s not serious about 
this, if he doesn’t... if you don't understand how to give solution to this problem, he 
may tell you the country to the last. Like Syria and Yemen. Symptoms you don't talk 
about that are these, you see that symptoms going to be a difficult time. 
PK: So would you say then in terms of international response, is there, what would you 
say is, has that been adequate or what would you say I guess would be like what's 
the most important step that they could take to maybe helping out with this issue, or 
just issues in general? 
OO: I think the issue, you know, you saw everybody responsible to solve your problem. 
The problem of Africa right now, they run to Russia and Russia said that we forgive 
[unclear] bill here that we give you for food to fight poverty and water. And recently 
they were in China, and they were in Japan and they were in India.  
 Look, Japan is a one country and Africa is a one continent with 50 presidents. One 
country is providing all these presidents to back them and he can stand in beg. So 
you cannot solve your problem. You're running after somebody to solve problem. 
You know, United States give a lot of money to Africa, but we are getting killed. So I 
think that the solution is that people, that people, people need to stand up. These are 
the people who are not educated. 
 They don't know that, right. But needs some people to come up say, Hey, enough is 
enough. If you are unable to solve the problem, to bring solution to the problem, 
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leave the power and we’ll find somebody. These leaders are not elected. They are 
there to do what they want to stay in power.  
 So the solution for the Ethiopian people are the people. The people need to find a 
solution. [Repeats previous statements]. 
 You cannot run to China to get solution. You cannot run to Japan to get solution. You 
cannot run to even to United States. United States is giving millions of dollars to 
Ethiopia, but he has never sold them. 
 So foreign head don't sub problem. This money being used even to discriminate to 
divide people, to kill people. People who don't lend money. My people, we never had 
anything from the government. We didn’t benefit. We are just, we were just born 
there. We benefit nothing. It is just a time to say that we are we belong to this 
country. We were Ethiopian, but we benefit nothing from Ethiopia. Not only me, 
there a lot of people who were born there they are. And the indigenous people, they 
benefit fit nothing. Even though they didn't benefit from anything, they were killed 
again, just to say that we don't need you to exist. See these mentalities, somebody in 
the government and the power don't say to some local community, you don't even 
ask them. We didn't ask them to do anything for us.  
 We get water from the river. My people drink water from the river. They don't come 
and dig a hole in it for something for the people. But why did they come to kill? 
Because these people live in the most fertile land, the most fertile land and our 
resources, they only need the resources. So to get these resources, they must get rid 
of us. So that's what they do.  
 So the problem of, uh, of Abiy having serious problems. So this is not only Abiy, Abiy 
get into the mess. So now it is his time to turn and clean this mess. Even though he 
don't finish it, let him start it. But if these people say that this is our tongue, that is 
hardy and this problem lever can the poverty that exists there accumulated for 
centuries. So Abiy cannot solve it. But conflicts, Abiy can say something about it. 
PK: So then just to clarify then, would you say, I guess foreign aid then it's kind of being, 
it's not being used then in the correct way? It's, it's going more to serve the interest 
of the - 
OO: Oh yeah 
PK:  ... government  instead of actually serving... 
OO: Foreign aid don’t help. I think America give a lot of media. I'm not politician but the 
way I see it, where did they get even we got our, you know, African union. There is 
African union organization and the headquarter is in Ethiopia. But this is the 
government broader to his own people and every time they say we made progress, 
what progress? Look. We got people, 84% of Ethiopians are farmers and, uh, 40 
billion don't even get to that as far as them. So American give them money. This 
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money was being used for military and, and that's this money, not even the military. 
Hello? corruption. They are taking money and keep them in another area, another 
Europe, they all called the bank account for their children and their relative bank 
account and they keep it..... So what did we benefit? 
Foreign aid is very important but only if you do it in the right way, but if it's not 
done in the right way, then you are just getting somebody rich for nothing. So most 
African leaders, countries are getting foreign aid. But the indigenous, the local 
community, citizens are not benefiting from this foreign aid.  
 Me I don't, I don't know about this foreign aid. ... So, but it is good. Have they follow 
up because accountability is important. If you give somebody who fought out, what 
did they do with it? It is important. You will find out what the, you will know what to 
do next. But we just, we had a country that give them money and they don't follow 
up. So that's a problem. Yeah. Okay. 
PK:  I'm going to kind of transition things and we'll kind of finish it up here. So back 
home then in Ethiopia, would you define yourself as being part of the religious 
minority or like, cause you've talked about some of the discrimination that you 
experienced. Was that part of discrimination you had? 
OO: Oh yeah, there is a discrimination definitely, by the way, not like you go to start 
home and then saw the west part of Ethiopia, there have people live there for 
thousands of years. Today they didn't even have a school. They didn't have a school  
 Recently, I watch one of them, one guy, get a school from missionary from Europe. I 
don't know from America got there. He started helping his people. So he got into 
television, the interview him. How did you live? And he said from primary one to 
primary six…  I only eat wheat, boiled wheat, every day lunch is wheat, breakfast is 
wheat and ... dinner stayed the same.  
 So they didn't have a school there. You go to home or you go to Amari, you go to 
there are many ethnic group they didn't have. So why this happened? Ethiopia is a 
country that date back to 3,000 years ago, Ethiopia have country that exists before 
America exist. But look at the gap. Because we got people who don't set a good 
model. Good example. He just got this thing about his whole ethnic.  
 So if Abiy is from Arum, I'm not from Arum. And you said my tribe first, what am I 
going to feel? I feel left out. I feel discriminated, because what do you do? What he 
will do is to enrich his own people, to give the school to scholarship. All these things 
would go to Arum, and the other left out. So the next time Abiy go from power, 
whether by demonstration or by anything, another person get into their power, he 
will say: my tribe. 
 So if we are the minority, to get into the chair is impossible. Then all this time, how 
would we feel? Complicated. You would be marginalizing, but you feel marginalized 
all the time.  
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 As long as you die and new people continue, that generation die, the coming 
generation would continue. So being a minority in Ethiopia is the most difficult. It is 
even worse. It's even hard to talk about it because you see some people who don't 
even see paper, they don’t know paper. And I have that [unclear]. 
 Okay. And we talk on television, said that economy's booming. Yes the economy 
might be booming, but to some people, not for all. 
  If we don't have inclusive Ethiopia, if we don't have Ethiopia for all people, then we 
have a divided Ethiopia. ... The outside see things different. They don’t see exactly. 
For example, when I reach Uganda, nobody knew I'm Ethiopian simply because of 
dark skin. Whenever I go to the, to the [office,] they expect me to be Sudan. ...  
 You said, “Hey, how are you?” I said, “Fine.”  
 They said, “Where are you from?” 
 “Ethiopia.” 
 And they would sit like this...“Ethiopia? Are there some people like you in Ethiopia? “ 
 “Very many.” 
 “If there are people like you in Ethiopia, there must be a serious problem there. Why 
did you run, why did you run?”  
 When we explain, they would be surprised.  
 “Look, you are an African and nobody know, even if you call it, when you go to 
Nairobi, Kenya, they will say, you are not Ethiopian. They is no Ethiopian like you.  
Simply because the government lock us. We are not seeing. 
 So being in this situation is very complicated. It is hot. So when I came to America 
and I see things, there are many Ethiopians who came here to scholarship with the 
lottery, whatever, this thing are not there for us. These things are there for 
individual people. People of the government.  They don’t allow everyone. Everybody 
had a minority group to come here to study. So when I come here and I see a lot of 
them here, I was surprised. So there is a problem going home and it is a serious 
issue.  
PK: I guess then as we were talking about kind of, uh, discrimination. Um, did you feel 
discriminated personally though more because of like your racial background or 
more because of like, uh, I guess like religion or any other type of...  
OO: I think, this thing has nothing to do with religion. Uh, I'm not sure what kinds 
discrimination, religion, discrimination, whatever discrimination.  This thing is done 
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in the federal government, not to allow these people to get an education, not to 
allow these people to have access. Accessibility is not allowed for anything to us. 
 So religion, these people, we got our missionary from the United States long time 
ago, started teaching about religion, but he didn't, I think he was not allowed to 
open a school because you see now a lot of African schools, in the first place Africa 
did not have a school when dating back to 50 years ago. Well, clearly it is over there 
before colonialism. No, school there. So maybe after that, I'm not sure. But uh, most 
of the school that were exist in Africa dating back to 30 or 40 years ago now open by 
missionary. 
 So we got missionary who came to Gambella region and didn't open a school and we 
don't know why. He learned that local community. You teach people with the 
language by the way, you should just train people with Bible, you train people to 
learn the Bible, he learn the local language of that community. 
 He started teaching people that community by their own language because he 
learned the language very well. So, so the discrimination that exists in Ethiopia, it is 
ethnic discrimination, and also I can say maybe color discrimination, because the 
more you look darker, the more you are not Ethiopian. They are more Ethiopian and 
less Ethiopian, and the world don't see that.  
 The less, the less Ethiopian don't get power, don't get a scholarship, don't get 
anything from the government. So when you struggle, you get, for example, if I go to 
university and study here, I go back home. My life will be in danger by somebody, by 
the government sometime. But I hope things are, things will become better. I love 
for those local community have access to others outside discrimination.  
 But I think that government types are the ones doing this.... 
 But I don’t think it’s religion. Anything, don't need this darker skin people to raise 
up, they don't. But also they have conflicts, because the Hamara are the people who 
dominated Ethiopia for a long period of time. 
 You got Arum who are the majority and we got Tigres who dominated the 
government for the last 27 years. So these three group, when one get into power, 
need to kill others. So he can control military, control security, control money, 
control economy, everything. 
 When these took long time is going to kill others. When this one fell and these come 
to power, say this is my tongue. So we got this cancer. So the minority not getting 
anything because the power belong… 
 For example, Ethiopia, the politic in Ethiopia right now is based on ethnic. There is 
Amara, called Amara Democratic party. There is Oromo Democratic Party. There is 
Tigre, Tigres liberation movement and there is [unclear].  
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 So these people are the people making the government, yeah, PDRA. So the 
government is run by these four ethic group. 
 So if you are not them, you don't represent anybody in the parliament, you don't go 
to parliament because you're not in that political parties. 
  So for example, you make an America, there is a black democratic party, there is a 
white democratic party and there is a [spider's] democratic. What? The country's 
going to be going to be a confusion and division. So these are the kinds of things that 
they need to work hard.  
 So being hard in these political parties based on ethnic, then the minority are 
suffering, the minority are suffering and they don't fix that, because if they fix that, 
it's going to be inclusive. So the other will have voice. Yeah. So there's the 
discrimination. And the discrimination ispolitical discrimination, economy 
discrimination, and so on.  
  
PK: Okay. I think we're good.  
OO: All right.  
PK: Thank you. Thank you so much. 
 
